Cancer stromal targeting (CAST) therapy.
Despite great advances in cell and molecular biology, pharmacology and medicine, there is to date no antitumor drug available which can specifically kill tumor cells in the human body without damaging normal tissue, because it has not been possible to find a truly cancer specific molecule to target. Low molecular weight (MW) anticancer drugs extravasate easily from normal vessels in the body causing drug adverse effects. Conversely, high MW anti-tumor agents including antibodies against cancer cell antigens, accumulate selectively in tumors because of their leaky vasculature. However, most human solid tumors possess abundant intercellular connective tissue, hindering diffusion of such macromolecules. That is why immunoconjugate therapy for stroma rich common solid cancer has not yet proved successful in clinics. In this review, I describe a successful new strategy that overcomes the above contradictory drawbacks by conjugating a small MW cyototoxic drug with an antibody against particular components of tumor stroma. Stroma-targeting immunconjugates bound to the stroma to create a scaffold, from which sustained release of cytotoxic agent occurred and subsequently diffused throughout the tumor tissue to damage both tumor cells and tumor vessels. Cancer-stroma targeting (CAST) therapy was thus validated as a new modality of oncological therapy, especially for refractory, stromal-rich cancers.